With the development of Chinese socialist market economy, enterprises have also continued to improve their own marketing tools, which lead to the marketing in China from scratch to continuous development. But we cannot ignore the problems of current enterprise marketing, if these problems can not be solved, it will restrict further development of economy. Now let us combine the knowledge we learned and related data to analysis the problems and put forward the corresponding methods.
Introduction
Company is an organization for profit and its profits come from product sales and provided services, but the process to implement mostly depended on marketing operation. Market is becoming more and more competitive in the current market conditions, enterprises who want to win the competition must be accessed through dedicated network sales and business marketers' marketing tool, so that they can get consumers' recognition and acceptance by their products and services. But in practice, the majority of enterprises still adhere to the ideas of traditional production, products and marketing. There are some problems of inventory products, increasing receivable accounts and cash flows because of the blindly promoting products. Enterprise can not meet the requirement of a market economy owing to market's insufficient development ability, low product innovation and awareness of brand. 
Problems of enterprise marketing in

Conclusion
With the development of Chinese socialist market economy and deep reform and opening up to the world, the environment faced by enterprises will be more complex, thus its market strategies should constantly adjust it.
Enterprises should establish a correct view of marketing, use reasonable means of market development, accelerate the speed of development of new products, establish consciousness of brand strategy, build efficient and scientific marketing networks in order to adapt changing market demands and satisfy customers' needs, so that enterprises become gradually stronger in the competition.
